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ON AN ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF A GROUP 
OF PHASES 
SVATOSLAV STANEK 
New subgroups of the group of the phases of all differential equations (q): 
y" = q{t)y oscillatory on R = (— <», <») are found and investigated. 
1. Throughout this paper the differential equation: 
(q) y" = q(t)y,qea, 
will be inderstood to be oscillatory on R. Hence any nontrivial solution of this 
equation has infinitely many zeros on the right and on the left of each point t(), 
/o€R. 
Following O. Boruvka [1] we introduce the basic definitions and properties. We 
say that the function a is a first phase of (q) if it is continuous on R and there exist 
independent solutions uy v of (q) such that for all r, r e R where v{t)±0: 
tga(t) = -y-^. Any first phase a of (q) has three properties as follows: 
1) aeC3K; 
2) a'{t)±0 for teR; (1) 
3) lim a(t) = (vsgna')-o° ( v = ± l ) . 
t —>v • <x> 
On the other hand, every function a with all the foregoing three properties is the 
first phase of (q) — oscillatory on R — where q{t):= - { a , t} - a'2(f), teR; 
1 ' ' 2a'(t) 4 \a'(t)) ' t) \a'{t)) 
If we define an algebraic operation of composition of functions on the set of all 
functions a possessing the properties stated in (1), then the set is a group called the 
group of phases which we denote by ©. The elements of Qi are exactly all the first 
phases of all equations (q) that are oscillatory on R. 
Let reR and y be a nontrivial solution of (q) vanishing at t: y{t) = 0. Let us 
denote by cp{t) the first zero point of y lying to the right of t. By assumption the 
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equation (q) is oscillatory on R and thus the function cp is defined on R. The 
function cp is called the basic central dispersion (hereafter more briefly dispersion) 
of (q). 
If a, q) are a first phase and the dispersion of (q), respectively, then there applies 
the Abelian relation: aocp(t) = a(t) + 7i'Sgna', teR. 
In the group © there exist two important subgroups, namely, the fundamental 
subgroup G and the elementary subgroup £>. The elements of the fundamental 
subgroup G are exactly all the first phases of the equation y"= — y. It is well know 
that any element in the decomposition ©/ rG of the group © into the right classes 
generated by the fundamental subgroup G contains exactly all the first phases of 
one and only one equation (q). The subgroup £> is formed by the elementary 
phases, that is, by those phases a for which a(t + jz) = a(t) + Jisgna'. It follows 
from [1], page 147, that any element of the decomposition ©/-£> contains exactly 
all the first phases of those equations (q) having the same dispersion. There holds 
the inclusion ©=D£) :DG between ©, & and G. 
A further subgroup of © is the subgroup ©a conjugate to G with respect to the 
element a, a e G: Ga = a
_ 1 Ga. Thereby if a is the first phase of (q), the elements 
©„ are exactly all the solutions on R of 
(qq) -{X,t}+X'2(t)qoX(t) = q(t). 
In what follows we present some further subgroups of © in particular such whose 
elements belong to "the union of some elements of the decomposition ©/ rG". In 
other words there are involved subgroups of © having the following property: If a 
is an element of such a subgroup and a is the first phase of (q), then all the first 
phases of (q) belong to this subgroup. Such subgroups must always contain the 
fundamental subgroup G. 
Before proceeding with the main part of this paper we will explain the use of our 
notation. / _ 1 denotes the inverse to / (if there exists one). For a positive integer n 
the n-th iteration of the function f,fofo...of, will be marked by f[n]. For a negativ 
integer n, f[n] meansft/~V~
1o...of~1. This notation will not be used only in case of 
dispersions, where the established notation cpn is used in place of cp
[n]. Z and N 
denote the sets of all non-zero integers and of positive integers, respectively. 
2. We shall be concerned with the subsets S , S r of ©, where r eR, r > 0 : a e S 
iff there exist m e N, n e N such that a (t + mjz) = a(t) + njz- sgn a' and a e S r iff 
there exist raeN, n e N such that a (t + mr) = a (t) + nr- sgn a' (teR). 
Lemma 1. S is a subgroup of the group S , $ c S c ® , and Ga c: S for every 
a e S . 
Proof : Let a e S , a ^ S . Then a(t + mn) = a(t) + njt'Sgna', ax(t + mx7t) = 
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= ax(t) +nxjt'sgna'i, where ra, ra,, n, nx are from N. The following relations 
axoa(t + mmx7t) = ax(a(t) + nmxjrsgna') = axoa(t) + nnxJtsgna' sgnai = 
= axoa(t) + nnxjtsgn(ax0a)' and a~\t + nn) = a
_ 1( t) + rajrsgna-1' yield 
a,oa e S , a _ 1 e G . The statement £><=© is immediate. 
Let e e S . Then £( r+ jr) = e ( r ) + ^ r s g n e \ £oa(t+rajr) = £(a( t) + Aursgna ') = 
= £oa(t) + « j r s g n a ' s g n e ' = e0a(t) + nx sgn(foa)' . Therefore £oa e © for 
every a e S and we have (£a c ( 5 . 
R e m a r k 1. The elements of <S play an important role in searching for equations 
of the type (q + X): y" = (q(t) + A)y, where A e R and q is a periodic function with 
the period n, q e CR, with the property that there exists such a sequence (finite or 
infinite) {A„}, A„ e R, A, =£ A,- for i =£ / , where the equations (q + A,n) have all solutions 
periodic or halfperiodic with period JZ (see [2]). 
Lemma 2 . a e S iff a(t) = ny f—J for f e R, where ra e N, w e N and y e £>. 
Proof : Let a e©.Then there exist ra e N , n e N : a ( t + rajr) = a(r ) + n j r s g n a \ 
Pu ty ( r ) : = — a(ra t), teR. Then sgny' = s g n a ' , y ( t + jr) = —a(mt + mx) = 
= —\a(mt) + Aur-sgna'] = - a (rat) + j r s g n y ' = y(t) + j r s g n y ' ; thusye^p. 
Let now y e£>, meN,n e N and put a(t): = ny (— j , t eR. Then sgna' = s g n y \ 
a(t + mjz) = n-yl—hjr) = n-yl—j + rur-sgna' = a(t) + nn • sgn a ' ; thus 
a e S . 
R e m a r k 2. For a e S there exist ra eN, n e N : a ( f + rajr) = a( r ) + / u r s g n a \ 
The integers ra, n are not uniquely associated with a , which becomes readily 
apparent from the fact that for every k, fceN, there is a(t + kmn) = 
=a(t)+knjzsgna'. However, among all the positive integers ra with a(t+mn) = 
= a(t) + nnsgna' we can always find the smallest positive integer that we again 
denote by ra. To this number ra there belongs exactly one positive integer n. 
Lemma 3. Let a and op be a first phase and the dispersion of (q), respectively. 
Then a e S , a(t + mn) = a(t) + nxsgna\ raeN, n e N if and only if cpn(t) = 
= t + mjz. 
Proof : Let a and cp be a first phase and the dispersion of (q), respectively. Let 
a e S , a(t + mjz) = a(t) + wj rsgna ' , raeN, n e N . Then from the Abelian 
relation a o(pn(t) = a(t) + nn sgn a' it follows that q)n(t) = t + mn. Let there now 
exist positive integers ra, n: cpn(t) = t + mn. Then aQ(pn(t) = a(t + mn) = 
= a(t) + nJtsgna' and therefore a e S . 
Lemma 4. Let a , cp(p, <p) be a first phase and the dispersion of (q) ((p)), 
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respectively. Then a = gof3, where p e S , g(t + mjz) = g(t) + njzsgng', raeN, 
n e N, if and only if q)n=(pm. 
Proof. Let therefore a, q)(P, <p) be a first phase and the dispersion of (q) ((p)), 
respectively, and let a = iOo/3, where g e S , g(t + mx) = g(t) + nnsgng', m eN, 
n e N . Then ao(pm(0 = QoPo(pm(t) = g(fi(t) + mjtsgnp') = go/3(t) + 
+ niz-sgnfi' sgng' = a(t) + njzsgna' = ao<pn(t) and from this q)n=<pm. Let us 
now suppose that q)n=(pm. Then a0q)n(t) = a(t) + n7tsgna', flo(pm(t)=fi(t) + 
+ mn sgn/3', hence fio(pnofl~
l(t) = t + mnsgnfi'. Let us put g: = ao/3"1. Then 
g(t + mjzsgn(i') = aoj3~1oj3oq)nol3~
1(t) = aoq)no(}~
1(t) = aof}~x(t) + njz sgna ' = 
= g(t) + njzsgna'. Thus we proved: g(t + mn) = g(t) +nx-sgna' sgnfi' = 
= g(t) + nn-sgng'. Consequently g e S and g(t + mjz) = g(t) + njzsgng'. 
Definition 1. Let <p and qp be the dispersions of (q) and (p), respectively. We say 
that (p), (q) are in the relation ~ and write (p )~(q) , iff there exist positive 
integers m, n: cpn =<pm. 
Lemma 5. The binary relation ~- is an equivalence on the set St of all equations 
(q) oscillatory on R. The decomposition of the set St defined by the equivalence ~ 
will be denoted by St. 
Proof: It is evident that the relation ~ is reflexive and symmetric. We will 
prove its transitivity, top. Let cp, <p and cp be the dispersions of (q), (qx) and (q2), 
respectively and let (q )~(q. ) , (qO^faz). Then there exist positive integers n, nx, 
n2, nx for which <pn = cpnx, qpnx = qpn2. Then, naturally, cpnnx = <pnxnx = qpnxn2 and conse-
quently (q)~(q 2) . 
Theorem 1. The sets ® / r S and St are isomorphic. Each element of the 
decomposition @/ r S contains all the first phases of exactly those equations (q) 
that belong to the same decomposition St. 
Proof: Let a and (S be first phases of (q) and (p), respectively, which lie in the 
same element of the decomposition ®/ r S . Then by Lemma 4 (q )~ (p ) and the 
equations (p), (q) belong to the same element of the decomposition «S. Let (p), (q) 
be equations for which (p )~(q ) and let a(j8) be a first phase of (q) ((p)). Then by 
Lemma 4 a = go/3, p e S , which signifies that a and (i belong to the same element 
of the decomposition ®/ r S . 
Let us look now at the subsets S r , r eR , r > 0 and at their relation to S . 
Lemma 6. Let r e R , r > 0 . Then S r is a subgroup of the group of phases &. 
Besides, y eSr if and only if a(t): = — • y f — t) , t eR is an element of S . 
Proof: Let r eR , r > 0 . By analogy with the proof of Lemma 1 we can verify 
that S r is a subgroup of & (this time we write r in place of it). Let now y e S r , 
y(t + mr) = y(t) + nrsgny', raeN, n eN and a(t): = - y (— t) , t eR. 
r \JT J 
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Then a{t + mjt) = - y (-t + mrj = - y ( - n + w s g n y ' = - - y (—tj + 
+ njzsgna' = a{t) + njTsgna', hence a e S . Conversely, suppose that a e © , 
a{t + mjz) = a{t) + nX'Sgna', m eN, n eN . Put y(f): = — a ( - t) , teR. Then 
JT \r / 
y(t + mr)=^a ( f / + m»r) = £ [a ( f f) + iK-sgna' ] = £ - a g , ) + 
+ rcrsgna' = y(t) + « r sgny ' , therefore y e © r . 
Lemma 7. Lef r e R, r > 0 . Tften ©r = © iff — is a rational number. 
k * 
Proof: Let r=-jji, keN, I eN and y e © r . Then there exist m eN, neN: 
Y{t + mr) = y(r) + nrsgny' . From this we obtain y(f + m/br) = Y{t + mlr) = 
= y(r) + ri/jrsgny', hence y e ® . This proves © rc:G. Let a e © . Then: 
a( t + ra;r) = a( t) + « ^ s g n a ' , m eN, neN. Therefore a{t + mlr) = 
= a{t + mkix) = a{t) + nkjzsgna' = a{t) + nlrsgna', hence a e© r and thus 
also © c © r . Consequently © = ©r. 
Let now ©r = ©, where reR, r>0. It follows from Lemma 1 that ( S c © and 
thus also (£cz©r. To each e, ee& there exist m=m{e)eN, n=n{e)eN: 
e{t + mr) = e{t) + nr-sgne'. Let e0eQ: be such that £o{t+ c) = e0{t), teR, c > 0 
if and only if c = kn, keN. Such e0 always exists and to it also m 0 eN, 
n0eN: £0{t + m0r) = £0{t) + n0r-sgne0, so that we get £o{t + m0r) = £0{t). Then, 
naturally, there exists 5 e N with m0r = sn, r=—n. This proves our lemma. 
m0 
k 
Corollary 1. Let reR, r>0. Then g c g r if and only if r = -n, keN, leN. 
Proof: If ©c:©r , then we readily get from the second part of the proof of 
k k 
Lemma 7r = j7t,keN,leN. If, conversely, r = jjr,keN,leN, then we get from 
Lemma 7 © = ©r and from this, according to Lemma 1, we come to 6 c S r . 
Remark 3 . It follows from Lemma 7 that instead of © we can consider ©r, 
where r is a rational multiple of n, because just in this case © = ©r. Further, from 
Lemma 7 and Corollary 1 it follows that ©r is formed "by the union of some 
elements of the decomposition of ®/r(£" iff © = ©r. 
3. Now we shall be concerned with the subsets ?U of ©, where 1? e © defined as 
follows: a eSl.? iff there exist meZ, neZ such that #Im,0a =a0 i /
[ n l . 
First we will prove that for each # e © the set SI* is a subgroup of © which is in 
particular evident for 1? = id, when ?U = ©• As the main result we shall prove that if 
the order #, # e © is equal to 00, o rd# = 00 (that is #[ml ± #[nl for all n e N, m eN, 
n±m), and ?U has the property: S a c 5 t # for every a e?U, then 91* = ©. 
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Lemma 8, Let ůe&. Then 9Ц is a subgroup of the group & of phases. 
P r o o f : Let a e Чlů9 a, e 9Ц. Then #
[ m ,oa = ao# ín l, tf^Wi = aì0ů
[n>], where m, n, 




ů[~n]oa~l = a_1oT/ ["ml we obtain: aoa^єҘU, a _ 1 є ? Ц . 
R e m a r k 4 . Let a є 9 Ц , ůe®. Then t/ [ w ] 0 a = a 0 #
[ n l , m є Z , л є Z . At the same 
time ů[~m]oa = ů[~m]oů[m]oaoů[~n] = aoů[~n]. Thus without any loss of generality 
we can suppose m є N . Let k є N . Then ů[km]oa =aoů[kn] from which it becomes 
apparent that m ( є N ) and thus also n ( є Z ) are not uniquely associated with a . 
From now on we shall suppose m to be the smallest positive integer with 
# [ m loa = aoů[n]. In this way the positive integer m is uniquely associated with every 
a є 9U. Now we will investigate when exactly one and only one n (e Z) corresponds 
to the above mentioned m. If ů[m]oa =aoů[n] and ů[m]Qa = a<>ů
[n*], then ů[n] = ů[n>], 
therefore ů[n~Пiì(t) = t(t eR) and nфnx exactly in the case of ů being of a finite 
order, ordт?<oo (exist m є N , n є N , mфn: ů[m] = ů[n]). Herefrom we can con-
clude: With every a є 9l» we can uniquely associate an ordered pair (m, n), m eN, 
neZ, ů[m]oa = aoů[n] exactly if ordiӮ = ». 
Theorem 2. Let ů e &, ord ů = <*>. Then there is Qacz 5l# for every a e ?U if and 
only if УU = © . 
P r o o f : Let ůe&, ordi7 = æ. Let 9Ц = © . If a є 9 í д , then we get from Lemma 1 
S a c Я в . 
Let now 9tд have the property by which (žacz9U for every a є 9 U , thus in 
particulary ©cz9Ц. Therefore there exists to every e є Є m=m(є) ( є N ) and 
n=n(є) ( є Z ) : i/[mlo£ = £oî/[nl. By Remark 4 we can uniquely associate the 
numbers m, n with every є e (£ which will still be presupposed in the next part of 
the proof. Since the function t + a is an element of (S for every a (e R), there exist 
numbers m=m(a) ( є N ) , n=n(a) (eZ) uniquely associated with every a, 
ae(0,l): 
ů[m](t + a) = ů[n](t) + a,teR. 
The cardinality of N and Z is less than the cardinality of (0,1), hence there exist i0 
( є N ) , k0 ( e Z ) and a sequence {an}, an e (0,1), a^Фa^ for iфj, \\man = a 0 : 
ů[i°](t + an) = ů
[k°](t) + an,teR, n = 1,2,3, .... (2) 
Letting лг tend to oo in (2), we conclude 
tf^ít + Яo) = t/[fcol(0 + Лo, t є R. 
Herefrom and according to (2) we get 
Г0 ' ( ' + fl")~*,'0,(' + a o ) = l, teR,« = 1,2,3,.... (3) 
ön a0 
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In assigning to the limit in (3) (n —> oo) from # e C3R we get &
{i°y(t + a0) = 1 for teR, 
which gives ft[i°v (t) = 1 for teR. Thus there exist d (eR) satisfying 
&lo\t) = t + d, teR. (4) 
Hereby d=£0, which follows from the assumption ord# = oo. From (2) and (4) we 
come to &[i<>](t + an) = t + an+d = &
[k°](t) + an, hence &
[kJ(t) = t + d and again, with 
respect to ord# = oo, we obtain /0 = k0, so that (2) may be written as 
#[i°](t + an) = &
[i°](t) + an, teR, n = 1, 2, 3 , .... (5) 
By derivation of (4) we get: #'oti[l°-1](t)"&'o#[l°-2](t)' ...ft'(t)= 1. Substituting 
&(t) instead of t into the last formula and applying (4) we get: §'(t + 
+ d)#'o&[i°-l](t)-...&'o&(t) = l, which gives #'(t + d) = i/'(t) for teR. Thus 
there exist b (eR): &(t + d) = &(t) + b. From &(t + d) = fto&[i°](t) = &[io"](t) = 
= fi(t) + b it follows ft[i°](t) = t + b and by taking account of (4) we have b=d 
and &(t + d) = ft(t) + d. Consequently sgn# ' = l . 
Let e e g such that e'(t + h) = e'(t), h^O, only if h=kn for some keZ. The 
existence of such an e follows from the properties of the elements of the group G. 
To such an e there uniquely exists m ( eN) , n (eZ): &[m]oE = £o#M and therefore 
there is also #['°mlo£ = £o&[i°n], with respect to (4) it gives e(t) + md = e(t + nd). 
k 
Herefrom e'(t) = e'(t + nd) and thus nd = kn, keZ. Consequently d= — n, 
t k \ k 
# \i+-x\ = ft(t) + -n. From this &[i°n](t) = t + nd = t + kx and from definition 
S it becomes immediately obvious that 91* = S . This completes the proof of the 
Theorem. 
R e m a r k 5 . If ord# = oo and Qacz^U for every a e9l#, then it follows from the 
/ k \ k k 
proof of Theorem 2: sgni/ ' = l , # (t + y JI) = ft(t) + -jz, d[i°](t) = t + - Jt, where 
i'0eN, keZ, leZ. 
Corollary 2. Let i? e ©. TAen 9U = © if and only if ordtf < oo. 
Proof : Let ordi/ = /, /<oo. Then # ( , ,(t) = t and for every a e© #I',oa = ao#1'1, 
hence a e 91* and 9U = ©. 
Let 91* = © and suppose ord# = oo. From the proof of Theorem 2 we have the 
existence of i"0 (eN) and d (eR): &
[i°](t) = t + d. We can always find an a in © such 
that a' is not a periodic function; let a0 be one of them. Then there exist m0 and n0: 
'&[m°i°]oa0 = a0o§
[n°io], which is equivalent to the equality a0(t) + m0d = a0(t + n0d) 
from which it follows that a'o(t) = a'o(t + n0d). According to the assumption, a'o is 
not a periodic function and therefore d = 0. Herefrom §[i°](t) = t and & has a finite 
order ( = /0). Thus, we have proved that o rd#<oo when 91* = ©. 
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О АЛГЕБРАИЧЕСКОЙ СТРУКТУРЕ ГРУППЫ ФАЗ 
Сватослав С т а н е к 
Р е з ю м е 
В работе введены и исследуются новые подгруппы группы 06 фаз дифференциальных 
уравнений ^ ) : у" = а ( 0 у , яеС (^, К = ( — °°, °°), решения которых колебются в К. Если обоз­
начить N множество натуральных чисел, Ъ множество целых чисел и # м п-ю итерацию функции 
# , то 
5 = { а б © : а(( + тл) = а(() + пл • $%па\ ш е ^ п е ^ 
и 
Я, = {а е Ф : &1т]оа = а о # м , теХ9пеХ}у &е®, 
являются подгруппами группы 06. Исследуются тоже связи между © и %<>. Показано, что если (5 
группа фаз дифференциального уравнения у"= — у и # , #е(&, имеет бесконечный порядок, то 
?(# = © тогда и только тогда, если (5а с?1„ для всех а ечЛ.>. 
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